Described as "the culmination of a four-year effort to study and understand environmental issues affecting the health of the world's oceans," the exhibit, Ocean Planet, opened on 22 April 195. After eight months in Washington, DC, Ocean Planet will travel to 11
American dues through the end ofthe millennium. For those who may not be able to visit the exhibit, a companion exhibit is available on-line via the World Wide Web. Uon entering the on-line exhibit, users are presented with the floor plan of the Ocean Planet Exhibition as currently presented at the Museum ofNatural History. From this map users can go to any part of the exhibit hail by clicking on the name of the room they want to visit or take a special tour designed by the museum's curator. The exhibit rac the global benefits that oceans provide in terms of food and health products, recreation, and economic growth, as well as the impact of human activity on ocean ecosystems. Examples of this impact detailed in the exhibit show that polar ecosystems are no longer beyond the reach of human activity: tourism, commercial fishing, and pollution are putting pressure on populations of penguins, whales, seals, and krill; intertidal zones may support as many as two thousand species, but these interfaes between land and sea are in jeopardy from coastal development, land-based runoff, and ocean pollution; and oil pollution disasters make headlines, but hundreds of millions of gallons of oil quietly end up in the seas every year, mostly from nonaccidental sources such as road runoff.
Hyperlinks in the exhibit "rooms" such as ocean science, oceans in peril, and resources provide brief but informative descriptions of topics of environmental interest. The ocean science portion of the exhibit provides discussions ranging from recent discoveries ofhydrothermal vents, previously unknown marine animals, and volcanic fields, to how ocean currents are tracked and the relationship between oceans and climate. The oceans in peril section provides overviews of marine pollution, divided into subtopics such as oil pollution, toxic contaminants, non-point-source pollution, and mining and dumping habitat destruction, which deals with the effects of deforestation and the loss of wetlands on oceans; fishing issues such as overfishing, ecosystem changes, and pollution by bombs and poison; and global change issues inducing dimate change, ozone depletion, and population.
Perhaps demand in Japan) was a harbinger of financial repercussions that will result from the human race taxing its natural resources to feed and clothe a soaring population, said Lester Brown, president of the nonprofit WorldWatch Institute, speaking at the 20th annual conference of the National Association of Environmental Professionals (NAEP).
The conference, held June 10-13 in Washington, DC, focused on such complex topics as watershed management, riskassessment methodology, and innovative methods of preventing pollution. But Brown reminded the participants that the heart of the world's environmental problems remains a glut of people. "The world cannot continue to add 90 million people a year without getting into trouble," he said. "It's been nearly three years ago that the famine started in Somalia. In 1992, 300,000 Somalis died. It took the world just 29 hours to make up that loss. That's how fast the world population is growing."
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